


Indian Photographer Ronny Sen won the 2016 Getty Images lnstagram Grant for his series "the End", 

capturing lives of people in Jharia coal mine area. (Source: Ronny Sen/ Facebook) 

For the first time an Indian photographer won the prestigious Getty Images 

Instagram Grant this year. The photo agency and Instagram awarded $10,000 each 

to Ronny Sen of India and two others - Christian Rodriguez of Uruguay and Girma 

Berta of Ethiopia - for using the photo-sharing app, for highlighting stories of 

unrepresented people around the world, including the poor, the elderly and 

children. This is the second edition of the award and for this year, the 

presenters also encouraged "visual artists to submit portfolios that included art, 

photography and video footage to tell stories." 

Ronny Sen from Kolkata was honoured for his project "The End" which highlighted 

the struggles of people living in Jharia, a coal-rich city that has been on fire for 

more than 100 years. Christian Rodriguez's work focused on teen pregnancy in the 

Latin American country and Girma Berta of Ethiopia captured the street life in the 

capital city, Addis Ababa. 

There were hundreds of entries from all over the world and submissions were 

judged by a panel including photo experts like Nicolas Jimenez, director of 

photography for Le Monde, and Azu Nwagbogu, Adriana Zehbrauskas, one of last 

year's winners, director of the Lagos Photo Festival. On top of the cash prize, the 

photographers are having their award winning photos exhibited at Photoville, a 

festival in New York, from September 21 to 25. 

In 2012, Sen represented India at the World Young Artists Event in Nottingham and 

was the recipient of the Jenesys Creators' programme for an artist residency in 

Japan. In 2014, he also won the first prize at the Media Foundation of India (MFI) 

Awards in the General News section. The Polish Institute invited him to be an 

artistin-residence in Poland in 2015. 














